An artists renewal of an old friendship. For Lady Cowdray, going to intrusion the Gallery, bought two of the paintings. Henceforward, until her death, Lady Cowdray was a generous, an unfailing friend and supporter. She acquired many of my pictures, both for Paddockhurst, her house in Sussex, and for Dun-echt. In her London bouse, in Carlton House Terrace, were some notable works, among them a full-length portrait of Mrs Huth by Whistler. It is regrettable that so few of Whistler's paintings, scarcely a dozen of his more important canvases, remain in England. On account of this rarity, perhaps, the present generation ignores Whistler's ceuvre, the great part he played, the great figure he was, in the story of nineteenth-century art. Strange that Wilde, who was reckoned, and reckoned himself, but a small figure beside Whistler, and of whom Whistler made such cruel fun, should have become world famous.
But during the present century attention has been focussccl on French painting—at least on painting done in France. In my early days, we also were propagandists for Degas, Manet, Monet and Puvis de Chavannes; admirers, likewise, of Renoir and Cezanne, though we did not give to the last two the places to which they have since risen. Yet we cared, at the same time, for English painters, for Hogarth, Gainsborough, Crome, Turner and Constable, for the early Ros-setti, Alfred Stevens and, above all, among living painters, for Whistler. There is something to be said for fashion which allows of concentration on a more limited field, But men and women of fine taste do not follow the extremer forms of fashion. The fifty-shilling tailor's cut is more 'fashionable3 than the Savile Row tailor's. So there are fashionable paintings which are more 'modern' looking than truer, more modest, works of art,
The epithets of genius', wrote a great critic, 'are exactly the epithets de tout le mondey but good to an excellent degree —making the common as though it were not common, in sublimating the ordinary language terrestrial into the seventh heaven.'
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